Molecular assessment of the elastic properties of collagen-like homotrimer sequences.
Knowledge of the mechanical behavior of collagen molecules is critical for understanding the mechanical properties of collagen fibrils that constitute the main architectural building block of a number of connective tissues. In this study, the elastic properties of four different type I collagen 30-residue long molecular sequences, were studied by performing stretching simulations using the molecular mechanics approach. The energy-molecular length relationship was achieved by means of the geometry optimization procedure for collagen molecule strains up to 10%. The energy was interpolated by a second order function, and the second order of the derivative with respect to the mean length corresponded to the molecule stiffness. According to the hypothesis of linear elastic behavior, except for one sequence, the elastic modulus was around 2.40 GPa. These values are larger than fibril values, and they confirm the hypothesis that tendon mechanical properties are deeply related to tendon hierarchical structure. A possible explanation of the lowest values obtained for one sequence (1.33-1.53 GPa) is provided and discussed.